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1. Executive Summary 
 

The Dungog Shire Community Centre provided essential support activities during the initial crisis 

response and early recovery operations within the local community following the severe storms 

affecting the Dungog and surrounding areas in April 2015. 

These activities included provision of emergency accommodation, food, clothing and other welfare 

support to those community members in need, along with coordination of donations and volunteers, 

and establishment of information registers during the initial phases of the event.  These services 

were an extension of existing community support activities normally provided by the centre, and 

were delivered in a timely and efficient manner due to the extensive relationships and networks the 

centre has developed within the local area over its 35 year history in the area. 

While neither the community centre nor its staff are part of any formal response or recovery plans 

within the local emergency management arrangements, the centre and its staff adapted to the 

needs of the local community and delivered a swift, professional response to the community needs. 

That work, to some extent, is continuing today. 

 

This event demonstrated an outstanding example of community led recovery. The response by DSCC 

created mechanisms for local community members, both directly and indirectly impacted by the 

storm event, to have control of and influence on their own recovery. This was achieved by 

facilitating information, support and coordination in the initial and subsequent response and 

activating local infrastructure to support needs. The Dungog community’s response and actions 

demonstrate the importance of empowering the community to recognise their strengths, create 

their own solutions and build sustainable support processes. 
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2. Background:  
Dungog Shire Community Centre (DSCC) has been providing advocacy, services, information and 

support to the Dungog Shire community for 35 years. Over this time it has developed into the central 

hub of the community for support, care and information. 

DSCC receive recurrent funding from the State Government, through Family and Community 

Services and the Federal Government through Department of Human Services. Funding from private 

and philanthropic organisations is sourced to enable DSCC to offer one off and long term activities, 

events and support programs.  

Support programs, engagement strategies and information sharing activities offered through DSCC 

include:  

● Centrelink Agency 

● Emergency Relief 

● Youth Services: including counselling and case management 

● Community Kitchen 

● Community Garden 

● Early Literacy Program 

● Community College 

● Free Computer, Phone, Fax and Internet Access 

● Chances sports support program, including Free Sports Gala Days 

● Community Fun Days and Community Information Days 

● Mates – Men’s support group 

● Free Counselling 

● Christmas Program: including Hampers, Giving Tree and Free Christmas Lunch 

 

Open 5 days per week, the extensive range of programs offered by DSCC ensures that the 

organisation has established relationships and links throughout all layers of the community, 

including programs that focus on supporting the most vulnerable, disadvantaged and isolated 

members of our community.  Our staff are, where possible, drawn from our local community to 

assist in skill, knowledge and employment building. This also assists our organisation in building our 

knowledge, connections to and support from the community and its members and ensures that this 

capacity is forever present within our operations and regular function. DSCC has a normal staffing 

level of 6 permanent part time positions and 5 regular volunteers.  

3. April 2015 storm event 

3.1 Summary of known information at the time 
The east coast low storm event that affected the Dungog Shire on 21st April 2015 has been well 

documented.   

Dungog Shire Community Centre responded immediately to community need for assistance and 

support. 

With limited staff and no formal communication with any agency the only information Dungog Shire 

Community Centre had to work with was gained from walking around the township and talking with 

people.  
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It was quickly identified that over 50 houses were inundated, 4 had been washed down Myall Creek, 

3 people were deceased, over 60 people were in need of emergency accommodation, food and 

clothing assistance, there were extensive blackouts in the area and there was no communications 

through phone or internet. 

 

3.2    Immediate Community Crisis Response- DSCC response chronology 

3.2.1 Day 1 (Tuesday 21st April) 

Communications:  DSCC staff identified that Optus mobile phone coverage was still operating in the 

Dungog township.  DSCC staff purchased Optus mobile phone sim cards from a local store and 

switched all DSCC work and staff personal mobile phones to Optus. This gave the centre 

communications with the centre manager who was isolated at Glen William. It also enabled staff to 

make contact with Centrelink Rural Access Centre to inform them of the disaster and the need for 

crisis response team assistance. 

DSCC staff also walked the streets of Dungog sharing the phones with community members so that 

they could contact family and friends, let them know they were Ok and find out if loved ones in 

other areas of the Shire and region were safe. 

 

Information management:  Unaware of the magnitude of the event and the number of people 

affected DSCC established a register of affected persons and premises as it did not appear that this 

was being done at any other location. This was gathered through people presenting at the 

community centre, community knowledge and networks. Given the embedded nature of the 

community centre’s relationship with the community, there were high numbers of people accessing 

the centre for support and information about the event. It was critical to establish a register of 

people needing help, their current location and assistance given.  

 

Housing assistance:  With residents requiring assistance presenting at the DSCC office, our staff 

contacted accommodation providers from the Tall Timbers Motel, the Bank Hotel and the Royal 

Hotel to establish emergency accommodation availability.  DSCC staff negotiated these 

arrangements, including emergency funds for the short and medium terms  

Community members also contacted the centre with offers of accommodation for those needing 

emergency accommodation. DSCC staff maintained a register of these voluntary offers, and matched 

those in need with suitable accommodation. 

Emergency relief:  Community members presented at the community centre needing food.  DSCC 

had an established emergency relief program which involved a voucher system with the local IGA. 

This program was extended to offer assistance to anyone who presented. 

 

3.2.2 Day 2 (Wednesday 22nd April) 

Information Management, Housing assistance and emergency relief systems established on day 1 

were continued.  As local water levels subsided, the Centre manager was able to attend the DSCC 

office.  The need to better understand the wider issues and needs was identified. 
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Understanding the event and its impacts on the community and individuals: Since almost all forms 

of communication were still out of action, this review was undertaken physically, literally walking 

and driving around town and talking with services and agencies. 

The centre manager went to the council chambers to gain an understanding of what was being 

coordinated and was informed that council was waiting for DoCS  (assumed this referred to FaCS) to 

arrive with a crisis response team. 

Centre Manager then went to St Vincent De Paul shop front to find out how they were managing 

and found out they were able to support with some limited clothing and bedding. Centre Manager 

also went to the hospital and Neighbourcare to find out what information they were aware of.  

Without any communication systems, it was very evident that no-one had a clear idea of what was 

happening, who was responsible for what and what requirements were being addressed by those 

canvassed.  There was general misunderstanding about the coordination arrangements, 

undoubtedly due to the complete breakdown of communication systems.  It appeared that most 

activities were being done in isolation. 

DSCC were informed that the Dungog Shire Council General Manager was at the Doug Walters 

pavilion. The DSCC manager went to the Doug Walters pavilion and was met by Craig Deasy and 

Steven Hitchens from Dungog Council, and Inspector Guy Flaherty from NSW police. A discussion for 

the need to establish information awareness and communication took place. 

DSCC manager undertook the task of going to local centres and agencies, such as the hospital, 

Neighbourcare and Lara Aged Care facility to inform them of a meeting at 1.30 at Doug Walters 

pavilion.  From this point daily briefing meetings were established.  

Food assistance:   It was identified that the numbers needing assistance were greater than the 

capacity for a voucher system.   Also people needed to access food assistance daily as there was 

limited storage facilities in temporary and emergency accommodation. The need for a Food Bank 

was identified.  Community members were starting to arrive at the community centre with pre 

prepared food, meals and baked goods for those needing assistance. 

From inquiries made at the briefing meeting it was evident that no agency locally was able to or 

willing to run the food bank that was required, as the needs indicated and as spontaneous donations 

were being received.  With no other agency able to access the township DSCC took on the role of 

coordinating these activities and support mechanisms.  

DSCC had access to the Baptist Church hall and knew it was empty and accessible, so established a 

Food Bank at this location. A community member, known to the centre manager to have the 

coordination skills to assist in the running of such a program was contacted. The food bank was 

established and operated for 5 weeks with over 20 volunteers. Food items were donated from 

across the Hunter, Manning and wider NSW and with support from Aussie Care.  

 

Clothing assistance:   With such high numbers of people having lost all their belongings the numbers 

and variety of clothing assistance exceeded the normal clothing assistance offered through the local 

Vinnies shop front and Anglican Church Opp Shop. Also a large volume of clothing was being offered, 

requiring coordination and management. 

The need for a clothing pool was identified. 
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From inquiries made at the briefing meeting it was evident that no agency locally was able to or 

willing to run the clothing pool that was required to meet needs and manage the large volumes of 

spontaneous donations that were being received.  With no other agency able to access the township 

DSCC took on the role of coordinating these activities and support mechanisms.  

It was obvious that a large storage facility was needed and with limited options in Dungog, the 

pavilion at the showground was quickly identified as being appropriate size. Access was able to be 

gained by the community centre through a community contact. 

Again a community member known to the centre manager was identified as having the skills and 

ability to assist in the running of the clothing pool. The clothing pool operated for 2 months with 

over 25 volunteers and with goods donated from across NSW. 

When the clothing pool was closed a clearing sale was held and people from across the Hunter 

region came to buy goods for a donation. $8200 was raised for the Natural Disaster Appeal Fund 

from the clearing sale. The remainder of the clothing was donated to an organisation that sends 

needed clothing to Africa – OneTen Enterprises.  

 

Some of the clothing donated 

Homewares and Furniture: Along with all the clothing came many donations of furniture and 

household items. These were also housed at the Dungog Showground with the Clothing Pool. These 

items were given to people as they moved from crisis to temporary accommodation. Items were also 

used to assist people donating housing to provide the needed furniture to support people living in 

the location. 

All electrical goods donated were electrically tagged by local electricians who volunteered their time.  

The furniture and homewares support is an ongoing need as many displaced people are still living in 

temporary accommodation and have not yet moved back home or to a new permanent home. 

 

                                                                                                                 Some of the furniture donated                               

                                                                                                                              household items                                  
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Housing assistance:   The numbers of those needing assistance was rising and the range of 

emergency accommodation at motels and pubs was not appropriate for families with young children 

and some of the elderly with specific needs. Furthermore, only a limited number of people could be 

temporarily housed in the Motel and Pubs. DSCC staff worked with local networks and contacts to 

identify vacant holiday accommodation and or rental properties and negotiated access on a 

temporary basis for a number of families and individuals. This also involved assisting in the 

establishment of lodger agreements. 

For 2 weeks, DSCC continued to manage offers of emergency and temporary accommodation and 

the process of linking those in need with offers of assistance. We have continued this work since, in 

partnership with housing support agencies: Carrie’s Place and NSW Housing.  

Identification process: With the creation of a number of satellite support mechanisms, such as the 

clothing pool and food bank, and with a number of business partnerships forged to ensure critical 

needs were met (eg with the local pharmacy) the need for impacted people to have a mechanism to 

be identified without having to re-tell their story yet still be able to receive help in a dignified way 

was realised. This saw the creation of a storm identification card. It was simply a card with the DSCC 

logo on it and the work STORM printed on the back. The result was that volunteers and community 

members, business owners and shop assistants were not making an assessment of how legitimate 

was the need of people presenting: instead this was done DSCC staff (and later Centrelink and FaCS 

disaster team staff).  

Mental Health Support: Dungog does not have regular mental health services in the township. DSCC 

has a volunteer counsellor who provides regular counselling support to an average of 10 regular 

clients.   It was identified that many people were suffering the impacts of experiencing a traumatic 

event. The volunteer counsellor moved through the community talking with people needing support 

and care. The counsellor offered this support to the community daily for 2 weeks. Once the Mental 

Health Disaster Team and the Chaplin Disaster Team arrived DSCC counsellor work to support and 

assist these teams, arranging contacts, making referrals and through local networks and knowledge 

identifying those needing assistance. 

3.2.3 Day 3 (Thursday 23rd April)  

Volunteer Coordination: As road access to the township was starting to re-open, DSCC identified 

that there was the possibility of large numbers of people wanting to volunteer to help the town and 

its people. Inquiries were made at the daily briefing meeting about how volunteers were 

coordinated, whose responsibility they were to be safe ( ie: not enter compromised/ dangerous 

dwellings, be briefed on safety, have access to PPE and cleaning materials). DSCC was told that no 

other agency could take responsibility for managing or coordinating this activity. 

Although DSCC does have a volunteer program, the volume of volunteers was predicted to be far 

exceeding current practises. It was obvious that support structures needed to be put in place to 

manage this. DSCC contacted their insurance company to see if provision for volunteer insurance 

could be extended. 

Using its local networks and knowledge, DSCC identified the CWA and Rotary organisations as being 

well run with skills and numbers to assist in the development of a Volunteer Coordination Centre. 

Located at the CWA hall, the centre would register volunteers, give them a safety briefing and link 

them with community members needing assistance with clean up and other related activities. 
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DSCC made enquiries at the briefing meeting about how to get PPE material to the town to ensure 

that those cleaning their own or others’ homes were doing so in the safest possible way.  DSCC was 

informed that no agency was responsible for providing or sourcing PPE gear. So we contacted local 

mining companies and other businesses using PPE gear in their normal operations and were able to 

procure supplies. 

Cleaning material such a bleach, mops, buckets were also needed.  DSCC was able to get these 

materials from Bunnings. These materials continued to be needed for the duration of the clean up 

period. Materials continued to be sourced through donations. 

                                                   

 

Notice boards at the  

volunteer centre 

 

 

Temporary laundromat: Centre manager identified that with so many people living in emergency 

accommodation and trying to salvage what belongings they could and clean them, there was a need 

for a temporary laundromat. Knowing that many people were staying at the Bank Hotel, and 

knowing that there was a space in the back of the hotel enquires were made for approval to 

establish a laundromat at the Bank Hotel. The Settlers Arms Hotel was also offered as a location for a 

laundromat. Dungog Rotary Club were engaged to procure 6 washing machines and dryers and 

establish the two laundromats. They were set up with donated washers and dryers from Harvey 

Norman and are operated until 9th August. The machines are being given to households impacted by 

the storm as the laundromats closes. 

ANZAC Day preparations: DSCC became aware that many people who had been impacted by the 

event were in need of suits and smart clothing for ANZAC day marches and ceremonies. Many 

people spoke of distress at not being able to march with their fellow service men and women or pay 

their respects to family members in a respectful way, due to not having any clothing that they felt 

appropriate. DSCC put the call out locally and through facebook to ask for donations of suits, shoes 

and smart clothing for people to wear on ANZAC day. 17 people were assisted in this way.  

 

3.2.4 Days 4 & 5 (Friday 24th & Saturday 25th April) 

Replacement phones: Telstra were able to get staff to Dungog on 23rd April, they brought with 

them 20 free mobile replacement phones. Telstra asked DSCC if we could assist in the administration 

and distribution of these phones to those in need, who had lost their phone. DSCC staff were given 

instruction by Telstra staff about processes and requirements for the distribution of the phones. 

DSCC then engaged those in the community who we were aware of or who presented at the centre 

needing assistance to offer them a replacement phone.  

Temporary Recovery Operations Centre: On 23rd April DSCC was told at the daily briefing meeting 

that the FaCS crisis response team were able to get to Dungog on the 24th, as were the Centrelink 

Crisis response team, mental health and chaplain crisis response teams. 
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There was no location for these teams to be based and have service access to the community.  

At the daily briefing meeting Inspector Guy Flaherty asked DSCC if they were able to make office 

space available to these teams, seeing as the community were already naturally turning to the 

centre for assistance.  

On 24th April DSCC set up office space, phone and internet access and fax, photocopies and 

computer facilities to the crisis response teams of Centerlink, FaCS, Mental Health and Chaplin 

disaster response services. This involved DSCC needing to open the office on weekends so that the 

community could receive assistance from these services. The crisis response centre established by 

DSCC housed FaCS, Centrelink, Mental Health Chaplain and Insurance Council of Australia from 24th 

April until Saturday 2nd May when the Recovery Centre was established by MPES in the Doug Walters 

pavilion. During this time approximately 300 people came through the centre to access support, 

service and assistance.  

 

 

 

 

 

The foyer of DSCC set up as the  

Recovery Operations Centre  

for Centerlink 

 

 Community information: By this time there was a growing need for the wider community to be 

aware of what was happening in the crisis response, the  supports available to those affected  and 

where to get help and assistance. DSCC developed a communication process of regular facebook 

posts with several daily posts of information, services, how to get help and messages of reassurance. 

To assist triage enquiries from the public, and to assist in creating awareness of where to go to offer 

and receive assistance DSCC established 3 noticeboards throughout the township giving direction 

and information of services and supports available as well as contact details of key roles: DSCC 

manager, FaCS and Centerlink support teams, clothing pool, food bank and Volunteer centre.  

4. Subsequent Days 
Case Management: DSCC identified the need on 21st April that people were going to need sustained 

support and care to be able to function and take steps through the crisis. Already having a skilled, 

connected and qualified case manager in the organisation DSCC manager put the case manager on 

full time to provided case management support to those needing assistance in understanding their 

situation, options, needs and steps in their personal recovery. This has now developed into the 9 

month case management position funded by MPES and NDRRA in the form of Project Bounce 

Forward.  

Housing Assistance: Once communication was re-established DSCC connected Carries Place, the 

local DSS funded homelessness support agency to ask them for assistance in providing housing 
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support to the high numbers of displaced people. Provided office space to Carries Place staff to work 

with the community and provide housing assistance. This is an ongoing activity.  

Extra Mental Health Support: While the Mental Health Disaster Team and the Chaplain Disaster 

Team were based in DSCC office DSCC manager requested that they regularly attended/ visit 

clothing pool, food bank, the Dungog tip and IGA store, as these locations were places where many 

people in the community were having high levels of distress. This was a fantastic support for the 

time it happened. Once the Recovery Centre was set up in Doug Walters pavilion there was no 

longer mechanisms to access this support on a frequent basis. This resulted in a gap in important 

support for vulnerable people accessing services of the clothing pool and food bank. 

DSCC accessed another group of Chaplains, Australian Chaplains,  who were able to come to Dungog 

and visit the food bank, clothing pool and other community meeting places, such as community 

sewing groups to provide support and listening.  

Water distribution: Hunter Water contacted DSCC to seek assistance with distributing bottled water 

in the Dungog township. DSCC arranged with Hunter Water for the delivery of water to the Food 

Bank and Volunteer centre form were DSCC staff and volunteers would distribute water equitably 

through the community. This arrangement existed for 2 weeks.  

Assistance for pets: As many people who were displaced were living in emergency accommodation 

they were not able to have their pets with them. For many their pet was the only thing they were 

able to save from their home. This was very distressing to those concerned. DSCC made contact with 

the Dungog Council and arrange for supplies of pet food to be delivered to the pound and 

negotiated arrangements for pets to be housed for free, temporarily at the pound. 

The support from the food bank was extended to pet food, as many people did not have food for 

their animals. A large shed at the Dungog Showground was identified as appropriate storage and 

donations of hay were made available to those in need. 

 

Setting up the natural disaster relief appeal fund: When communications were re-established in the 

township DSCC were contacted by National Australia Bank to work with them to establish a relief 

fund. DSCC manager raised this at the daily briefing meeting and were informed the Dungog Council 

were in the process of establishing a relief fund. DSCC ceased work on establishing a fund in light of 

this information.  

Several days later DSCC contacted Dungog Council to enquire about the fund details as DSCC were 

taking many calls from the wider community wanting to make donations. DSCC were informed the 

Dungog Council were still working through the process. A number of days later a relief fund was still 

not established. With a concern of missing out on being in the forefront of news and the opportunity 

that brought in generating funds for an appeal DSCC again contacted the council and were again told 

that it was a difficult process that they were working on 

DSCC decided that we would establish a fund. DSCC set up a fund with local National Australia Bank 

and started publicising the account. DSCC understood that the funded need Deductible Gift 

Recipient status in order to attract larger corporate donations. DSCC contacted the Tax office to 

discuss how we could set up a DGR bank account. DSCC were informed that the disaster did not have 

National Significance, and subsequently the tax office could not issue the bank account with DGR 

status. DSCC began applying for DRG status for the organisation so that the fund we established 
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could have the status required. After three days DSCC received DGR status. The ATO back dated the 

confirmation date so that all donations made into the account would receive a DGR receipt.  

As of 8th September 2015 there is $101,000 in the account. Applications have been approved for the 

fund which have covered items such as bedding, furniture, building materials and building services.  

5.  Torryburn Situation 
After the briefing meeting held on Friday 24th, the DSCC Manager was contacted by the local police 

officer who had been to Torryburn that day and was informed that they needed food and other 

items. At this stage there were no processes in place for the provision of services. 

DSCC manager made contact with a resident in Torryburn who was coordinating communication in 

the locality. This contact provided a shopping list.  DSCC did the food shopping for approximately 60 

people, including specific specialist baby formula. DSCC covered the cost of the food and 

coordinated for the SES to distribute. 

On Monday 27th April SES made contact and informed DSCC that the food arrangements for 

Torryburn were to change and fit in with standard SES procedure. DSCC manager was asked to a 

meeting with SES and the process explained. 

The SES procedure was explained as: 

 Torryburn residents were to call SES call centre 132 500,  Inform them they needed a food drop, get 

a job number and then the resident was to call the local IGA place their order on the phone, quote 

the SES job number and arrange payment with the IGA privately.  

When DSCC manager asked how the residents of Torryburn were to know these arrangements DSCC 

were told that they should know as that was standard procedure. DSCC asked how IGA would know 

of these arrangements and DSCC was asked if they could inform the local IGA. 

DSCC then called our Torryburn community contact and talked her through the new process, spoke 

with IGA and wrote up a Torryburn food procedure for the IGA staff and shared this with 

management and staff. 

The Torryburn community contact called DSCC and informed us that she had tried to log a food job, 

however the call centre were not familiar with the process and the attempt was unsuccessful. DSCC 

informed SES of this issues and they corrected the issue. There were 3 subsequent fortnightly food 

drops conducted under this process. 

Fuel/ Diesel Drop 

After 2 weeks of being isolated many residents in Torrryburn were in need of petrol and diesel to run 

vehicles, machinery and generators. A request for these supplies came through to DSCC. Staff and 

volunteers located 12 x 205 litre drums in Newcastle, arrange collection of the drum, organised for 

the drums to be filled at the Dungog Council Depot and the DSCC arranged for the fuel to go over on 

one of the regular food drops. 

Coach bolts 

On Friday 24th April DSCC were contacted by local police officer informing us of the need for 200 

coach bolts for the residents of Torryburn. They were attempting to re-build an internal bridge to re-

establish access to all Torryburn residents. DSCC was asked to procure the coach bolts. DSCC made 
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enquires with Dungog Council as to their capacity to provide coach bolts, however this was not 

possible.  

After two days of trying to procure 200 coach bolts DSCC was able to purchase them from Cessnock 

Bunnings, a volunteer drove to Cessnock and collected the coach bolts and DSCC arrange for them to 

be sent out in a SES helicopter.  

 

 

5. Conclusion  
5.1 Ongoing support: 

DSCC will continue to advocate, support and assist the community of the Dungog Shire and its 

individuals affected by the storm events of 21st April. This has and will continue to include: 

 maintain services and supports outlined above 

 attended the first regional wellbeing subcommittee 

 became a member of the Dungog wellbeing sub committee 

 Worked with JPES and FaCS to secure funding for ongoing case management support - 

Project Bounce Forward. 

 Work with corporate investors, nib Foundation, to secure funds to support the broader 

community - community renewal project 

 Hosted and briefed local Federal Member – Bob Baldwin, Marise Payne - Minister for Human 

Services, His Excellency General The Honourable David Hurley, Brigadier Darren Naumann, 

local State Member Michael Johnsen, Prime Minister Tony Abbott.  

 Developed and launched Project Bounce Forward. Program information attached.  

 Through Project Bounce Forward DSCC continues to work in partnership with the 

community, local services providers and government agencies to ensure the principles of 

Community Led Recovery are at the forefront of our engagement and activity. DSCC 

continue to identify issues and develop support strategies and programs to support 

individuals and the whole community recovery. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    DSCC Manager, Sarah U’Brien, briefing Prime Minister Tony Abbott and local member Bob Baldwin 


